


Funky Click proposes a reinterpretation of the classic automatic 
photo booth, with specially created discreet and easily-accessi-
ble photographic sets in an open-air set. 

Unlike more classic, automatic photo booths, FunkyClick prefers 
to entrust booth set-up and the creation of shots to professional 
photographers, using studio equipment, to ensure consistently 
high-quality results. 

Clients can opt for 2 different types of set: the first - our Basic 
Set - has a simple and unfussy set-up, consisting of a backdrop 
and set of accessories; The second - our Pop-Up Set - is more 
artistic and complex, and is designed to recreate a real photo-
graphic set  in a small space. Both types of set are available in a 
standard format (chosen by you, from within our theme gallery), 
or a personalised format (where we create a custom theme 
proposed by you).
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belle époque

vintage room
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We can create any type 
of set you have in mind, 
mixing elements
belonging to different 
sets, or creating 
everything from scratch

free
your
mind!!!



Photographer and assistant

Choice of a backdrop/ pop-up set from our gallery

A set of highest-quality accessories

2-3 hours of service (beginning once your set has been assembled) 

10x15cm size prints (instant, studio-quality photos) in special 

photo holders

N.1 Pen Drive (USB) containing all the images captured in high 

resolution (ideal for reprinting)

An online gallery with free downloads

Transportation, assembly and disassembly of the set

Extras (on request):

+ Hours

+ Prints

An album (20 pages/max. 80 prints)

A Polaroid camera (use of a Polaroid camera plus 50 prints included)

what
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packages
include



what
the personalised
packages
include Photographer and assistant

Proposal, design and creation of a personalised theme 

A set of highest-quality accessories 

3-4 hours of service (beginning once your set has been assembled) 

10x15cm size prints (instant, studio-quality photos) personali-

sable with a logo, initials, date or anything of your choosing

N.1 Pen Drive (USB) containing all the images captured in high 

resolution (ideal for reprinting)

An online gallery with free downloads

Transportation, assembly and disassembly of the set

Extras (on request):

+ Hours

+ Prints

An album (20 pages/max. 80 prints)

A Polaroid camera (use of a Polaroid camera plus 50 prints included)



Smart:
elegant and attractive sets,
even when they are not in use

Social:
all images are uploaded to  social networks within 24 
hours of your event - as either public or private galleries 
- and can be easily accessed and shared

Special:
unlike an automatic photobooth, the use of professio-
nal photographers - who give detailed care and atten-
tion to creating and organizing your set, utilise 
highly-professional equipment and interact with 
guests in a playful and fun way - ensures the creation 
of highest-quality photographs and makes your photo 
booth experience special, unique and original
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